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A game distributed by XSEED Games, Inc. under the
trademark "XSEED" (XSEED Games, Inc.) and developed by
A-Limax. Copyright ©2017 A-Limax. All rights reserved.
--------------------------------- XSEED Games, Inc. is the worldwide
sales and licensing agent for XSEED Group, LLC, a wholly
owned subsidiary of A-Limax that handles licensing,
marketing, and distribution for a wide range of XSEED
Group properties, including Sword of the Stars, Cannon
Brawl, Disgaea 4, Gal*Gun, and Terra Nova.
--------------------------------Elden Ring Features Key:
Full freedom of Vast World Exploration
A feeling of unity as you explore a vast world together with other players
Unique dice system based on Fate Core

Playable Scenario
In addition to the classic combo of exploring and combat, Brave Frontier now features the Scenario system,
allowing players to write their own scenarios that feel a great sense of respect for the Power of the Elden
Ring.
The customizable Scenario system allows players to simply access and modify all the data necessary to
create scenarios, thanks to convenient ready-to-use maps. Add information and descriptions to the map
graphics that have already been introduced in Brave Frontier. Add elements to the map such as dungeons,
portals, or special rooms. Add new elements or descriptions to the bosses and the overall content. By doing
all this, the scenario writer can set traps using the set boxes. The scenario system also allows users to play
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with their friends online, gathering cards and equipment to defeat their opponents. Play and try out all the
contents for free!

Recommended for players of Brave Frontier who:

Are familiar with action games or 2D fighting games
Enjoy game style with a home and play-like experience

Brave Frontier 2

EB:
POWER ROOM:
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